
 

 

 

Case Study Report: Slovenia  
 

Adding value with a European Forest Risk Facility 
 
 
 
 
 
 
A Situation and incident description 
 
 What did happen?  
 
Early February 2014 ice rain (sleet) causing wide spread ice breakage 
 

Why did it happen? 

 
Slovenia is located “between” the Adriatic sea and the landmass with higher 
altitude (Alps) and, often facing situations where moisture from the sea is 
hitting and air mass over land, resulting in this type of precipitation. In 
February 2014, Italy had massive rain, Austria had massive snow and 
Slovenia had massive ice rain. 
 
Environmental agency of republic Slovenia report about the event: 
 

"The weather developments in the area of Europe were characterized by a 
high contrast between the deep cyclonic areas of the eastern Atlantic and 
partly over the Mediterranean, and significant anticiklonom over Russia. The 
difference in air pressure between the formations was occasionally more than 
100 hPa. In our area restore frontal zone was restoring because of the 
connection between the cold air of polar origin in a thin boundary layer of the 
atmosphere and a strong inflow of warm and moist air at altitudes above the 
Mediterranean. Such a synoptic situation means "school recipe" for abundant 
snow, sleet and ice unscathed on the southern slopes of the Alps. 
Due to the flow of hot air in the layers is between 1000 m and 2000 m was in 
a layer of between about 1200 m and 1900 m temperature above 0 ° C. 
Snowfalls were felling through a layer of positive temperatures and melt. 
Under 1300 m temperatures were below 0 ° C, therefore, the molten droplets 
to fall in the form of undercooled rain (the temperature drops was below 0 ° 
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C). When rainfall has touched the ground or objects on the ground has froze 
in the moment, causing sleet. Intensity of rainfall in the afternoon of 
2.2.2014 has also contributed to the lowering of snowing border.  
 

 
 
 

 Facts and figures 
 
Approximately ~10 million cubic metre of timber was damaged. About 2/3 of 
affected timber presents broadleaves and 1/3 conifers. The damage is wide 
spread over the country – 51% of forest area (600.000 ha) are affected (1/3 
of Slovenia). All forest ownership types are affected. Damage was evaluated 
to be 214 million € (forestry, endo-impact). Exo-impact damage 
(infrastructure) is estimated much higher at around 430 million €. 
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Fig 1 
Overview of damage to forests from forest management units - 18.02.2014 rating (the amount of 
harvestable wood mass in m3/ha) 
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Fig 2 
Overview of damage to forests from forest management units - 18.02.2014 rating (the amount of 
harvestable wood mass in the proportion of 10 annual allowable cut in the woods) 
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Fig 3 
Overview of damage to forests from forest management units 
 
 

Is the event within the disturbance regime? 
 
Yes. Though the extend is much higher as presents volume of damaged 
timber exceeded the number of annual increment and present more then 
double amount of the actual annual harvests in Slovenian forests.  
 

According to your experience, was this event extraordinary? 

 
Yes. This magnitude was never experienced before. Until this case the ice 
sleets were much smaller – in the last 50 (or maybe 100) years they were 
max. 1/10 of the present one.– both considering the amount of the trees and 
the affected area. Also other biotic or abiotic factors never caused such an 
extent of damages before.  
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Based on your experience, was this event due to climate change? Or is changing 
climate increasing the frequency and intensity (impact)? Does change in landscape 
management or in policy increase the impact of this event? 

 
Climate changes are not exclusive but historical records shows that sleet 
caused damaged also before. In this area continuous afforestation (planed 
and spontaneous) is present for the last 100 -150 years because of that 
afforestation forest cover is the highest looking far away in the history. 
Spruce and black pine were used for afforestation while deciduous trees 
come into the forest natural way. Forests established with afforestation were 
severely damaged in this storm. So we can say that landscape management 
and policy has some effect on damages.  
 
 
B Approach taken 
 

Describe what approach was selected to deal with the situation, based on the matrix 
below.  

 
Focus was on response and recovery. We needed to clear the affected areas, 
mitigate impact on timer prices and market; think about secondary damages 
i.e. bark beetle. As the incident was extreme, we were trying to find support. 
Via Forst BW and the Forest Risk Facility project FRISK GO we wanted to get 
support. As the situation was overwhelming, we did not yet think about other 
fields from this matrix. 
Focus of sanitation where put on:  

 Working with media and on public relations 
 Cleaning up infrastructure and enable road connections and other 

infrastructure (power line, train, roads, water pipeline...) 
 Removing of trees and branches from creeks and rivers to prevent flood 

risk.  
 Salvage logging of conifers  
 Matching activities between different actors  

 
With the exchanges with Forst BW via the Facility we managed to exchange a 
wealth of experience from storm Lothar etc. We wanted to share knowledge 
on response, transport, market, subsidies, cooperation, how to deal with 
private owners, etc. The FRISK Go project facilitated the funding for that 
exchange via their partnership with the EuEoE programme.  
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In our opinion we think that our response on the event, looking through the 
organization model of Slovenian forestry was efficient. We are maybe missing 
coordination between all players. The role of an “honest broker” that can 
assist flexible and quick assistance by a Forest Risk Facility, showing options 
and food for thought (not imposing solutions!). Expert support from Germany 
(visit in Slovenia and EoE in Germany) has contribute to increase knowledge. 
In the future if there will be some new EU level model of support in the case 
of storms quicker assistance from external experts is going to be welcome.  
 

What are the lessons learned from the chosen approach? 

 
We learned that there is no need for panic or hectic, we learned to set 
priorities (i.e. deal with conifers first, manage for bark beetle). The 
information shared from storm Lothar helped enormously specially in the 
direction of confirmation of our activities and work started. It helps us to 
confirm our approach and work in the eyes of the public and decision 
makers. We have shown to stakeholders that salvage logging activities and 
sanitation plans do share a common background with storms from other EU 
countries. Further cooperation in the aftermaths of this event is wanted.  
 
C Potential new approaches  

(to enlarge the traditional response and recovery cycle from “going back to business 
as usual” as quick as possible to a wider approach including the other elements of 
the matrix to increase resilience for the future.) 

 
The exchange happened by chance, based on personal contacts to C 
Hartebrodt. Would be better if that “by chance” would be better coordinated 
structured and opportunities for connect-collect-exchange be more 
structured, for instance through the function of a Forest Risk Facility. 
 

Describe for instance what connections a Facility can bring to the game to enlarge 
the circle, how can a Facility support that wider circle, what new networks, what 
connections can a facility provide? Can a Facility and the networks empower 
individuals and organisations for more resilience? 

 
A Forest Risk Facility can serve as neutral point of reference to support own 
decisions and management approaches.  
 
A Facility can serve as honest broker and assist as a neutral body with 
coordination of stakeholders.  
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Through the Forest Risk Facility Network a number of similar case studies can 
be provided, where the actual case can derive several management options 
from. It is paramount that a Facility is not offering solutions, instead 
providing various options where the best fitting concepts can be used, 
adapted and applied. 
 
The exchange included a unique possibility for practical communication, face 
to face discussions and hands on experience in the forest, with storm 
damage experts. Participants saw how strom management can be 
strategically planned and implemented with the agreement of forest owners 
and locals.  
 
In summary the exchange under the umbrella of the FRISK-GO project was a 
good practice example of collaboration and cooperation: connecting experts, 
actors and decision-makers from different countries in an informal setting to 
try to go to the causes of problems, various options to manage the effects 
and speed up the circulation of existing knowledge. This is seen as a vital role 
and task for a future European Forest Risk Facility. 
 
A Forest Risk Facility should  “Connect-Collect-Exchange” to empower the 
network members and enabling the members to own decisions. 

 
 


